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The time leap is a sly way to deal with questions prompted by the first Wonder Woman taking place 
in 1918—namely, why didn’t the superhuman Diana do more to avert historical catastrophes if she 
entered our world more than a century ago? The simplest answer, of course, is that one person 
(even one blessed with immortality and invulnerability) can do only so much. And in setting 
Wonder Woman 1984 in a decade defined by greed, Jenkins makes the point that evil can often 
arise from collective apathy and selfishness rather than one costumed supervillain. Faced with 
present-day calamities such as wealth inequality and climate change, Jenkins is swinging the 
camera back to an era she sees as the root of many of these problems. 
 
Not that the movie doesn’t have individual bad guys. We have the preening businessman Maxwell 
Lord (Pedro Pascal), an absurdly coiffed, high-energy nincompoop who preaches a gospel of wealth 
on television. We also get the mousy Barbara Minerva (Kristen Wiig), an impressionable 



archaeologist who’s eventually transformed into the furry adversary Cheetah. But Jenkins, who 
wrote the film with Geoff Johns and David Callaham, takes pains to highlight that these antagonists 
are victims too, of their own insecurities and doubts. The film’s MacGuffin is a magical ancient 
artifact that grants wishes and, in the wrong hands, wreaks total chaos—yet Jenkins argues that our 
own desires are often the most destructive forces. 
 
To me, that’s a much more intriguing narrative than the ones that define a lot of superhero movies, 
which focus on external triumphs, physical battles, and the obliteration of all-encompassing evils. 
Diana’s own desire, after all, is for some kind of normalcy, the comforting opposite of her life as an 
Amazonian demigoddess responsible for feats of derring-do. Though Steve died some 70 years 
prior, she’s still nursing her grief; I imagine time moves far more slowly for an immortal. Jenkins 
turns that lingering sadness into a strong secondary plotline, in which Steve is mystically returned 
to Diana—but at a price. 
 
This thread is a curious use of Pine. Steve’s chemistry with Diana was scintillating in the first 
Wonder Woman, but he also bade her farewell with a fitting, memorably moving death scene. In 
1984, he’s back largely to supply fish-out-of-water comedy (he can’t believe everyone’s new 
fondness for parachute pants) and chip in as an action sidekick. On the surface, this role seems 
unworthy of Pine’s talents. But Jenkins uses the couple’s supernatural reunion to underline the 
tension between Diana’s life as a hero and her wish for mundanity. When Steve died, she lost not 
only their personal connection, but also the way he connected her to humanity. 
 
Wonder Woman 1984 has plenty of goofiness—the aforementioned magic wishing stone, an action 
sequence at the mall with the aesthetics of a cheesy Arnold Schwarzenegger movie, and, in Cheetah, 
a villain who has seemingly leaped from the set of Tom Hooper’s Cats. But that levity complements 
the movie’s heart-on-sleeve storytelling, in which Diana can win a major battle by simply making an 
intense emotional appeal, and the best way for humanity to save itself is to embrace selflessness. 
That tone fits the film’s hero as snugly as her shiny golden armor does. 
 
As much as 2017's Wonder Woman came steeped in muddy browns and muted grays, every frame 
of its sequel Wonder Woman 1984 radiates bright, retina-sizzling neons and pastels. That stark 
contrast goes beyond their respective visuals — it extends to their very different emotional 
landscapes and narrative drives. 
 
Where Wonder Woman was an origin story set largely amid the soggy trenches and bombed-out 
European villages of World War I, WW84 relocates Diana (Gal Gadot) to the broad white boulevards 
of Washington, DC in the middle of the Greed Decade. As a kind of mission statement, director Patty 
Jenkins stages the film's first (of, it should be noted, surprisingly few) action set-pieces in that most 
consumerist, I-Love-The-'80s location possible: A mall. (As you watch that scene play itself out, try 
to keep yourself from knowing that all of Wonder Woman's feats of jumping and punching and 
Magic Lasso-ing are unfolding in a place that smells strongly of hot dogs and cinnamon rolls and 
orange chicken; just try.) 
 



As intentionally grimy as Wonder Woman looked, it's story was clean and linear: Diana left her 
home on the Amazon hideaway of Themyscira to stop a war engineered by a god who fed on the 
senseless destruction it wreaked. 
 
You perhaps spot a contradiction already: She fights ... to keep people from fighting? 
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